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As WEI completes its 16th year we note that our work has never
seemed more relevant to the challenges at hand and ahead. As we
continue to challenge the status quo on important environmental,
racial, gender and food justice fronts, WEI enthusiastically embraces
the growing opportunity to be a practical model for meaningful
change on several levels. This year’s deeper focus on the climate
crisis affecting small organic farmers, both urban and rural, has
been especially important to help us understand and bridge divides
that may separate us. This year’s strong growth in volunteer energy
has come at a time of both resource need and wanting to envision
more long-term sustainability. I am grateful for and inspired by the
generosity of our WEI Board, administrative staff, farmers, interns,
teachers, students, volunteers, members, community allies,
partners, and the generous donors who faithfully invest in WEI.
We’ve shared highlights from 2019 on the next pages. Please review,
then join us! Many ways: become a member, attend a class, teach a
class, make a donation, come visit, enjoy a "farm stayover",
volunteer at our rural or urban centers. Help organize for the
change that must come!
In solidarity,
Karen Clark
WEI Activist Director

Will Allen leading a Growing Industrial Hemp workshop

The Women's Environmental Institute (WEI) is an environmental research, renewal and retreat center designed to
create and share knowledge about environmental issues and policies relevant to women, children and identified
communities affected by environmental injustice; to promote agricultural justice, organic and sustainable agriculture
and ecological awareness; and to support activism that influences public policy and promotes social change.
Farm & Main Office: 15715 River Road, North Branch, MN 55056
Urban Office: Women's Building, 550 Rice St., St. Paul, MN 55103
w-e-i.org
651-583-0705
wei@w-e-i.org
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2019
Year In Review
WORKING FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGE
THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL, RACIAL
AND FOOD JUSTICE

OVERVIEW of 2019
In 2019, WEI continued to grow organically certified food, new farmers and supporters, more students
at our—“Down to Earth: Sustainability and Justice Education Program"—plus stronger and more
sustainable local rural and urban connections and programming.
WEI offered more than 30 courses and trainings with over 315 student enrollments. In 2019, WEI
piloted three certificate classes, meeting once a month over the year in beekeeping, aquaponics, and
herbalism and environmental health.
In 2019, WEI continued our third year of developing a North Circle regional sustainable food system—
the North Circle Online Farmers Market—which works with and distributes farm produce from 20+
local organic and sustainable farms (including WEI's Amador Hill Farm).
2019 marks the beginning of the WEI’s “Veggie Rx” program in which North Circle farmers provide a
small box of fresh, healthy, locally grown organic food to the medical clinic in Rush City.
In 2019, WEI held our 10th annual Will Allen Farmer Training. Nearly 100 practicing or aspiring
urban and rural farmers and volunteers participated. WEI raised funds for approximately 60
scholarships plus 11 "work shares” to provide this training opportunity to low-income, Indigenous
Native American and community of color participants.
In 2019, WEI joined East Phillips neighbors working to develop the East Phillips Neighborhood
Institute (EPNI)—a community-led, state-funded initiative to create an indoor urban farm, affordable
housing, cultural markets, aquaponics and other community-based incubator businesses with green
jobs and job-training in the former Roof Depot warehouse site. EPNI presented a clear challenge
based on environmental racism to the City of Minneapolis’ plan to relocate their Public Works plant
there and increase dangerous levels of pollution and toxicity in the already heavily burdened
neighborhood.
In 2019, WEI was awarded a SouthSide Green Zone grant to help “reveal and enforce” the Green
Zone Health Impact Analysis (HIA) recommendations for East Phillips that had been produced but
not published over the previous 3 years. In 2019, WEI was invited to assist the development and
mentoring of the community-based Concerned Citizens Neighborhood Group that began organizing
to fight back against the toxic exposure they were informed that the Water Gremlin business had
polluted their White Bear area. WEI helped them work with state agencies and state legislators to
craft protective strategies, including revelations of the largely immigrant work-force exposures to
toxins within the plant. Shut-downs of the plant and state legislation are resulting.
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WEI Moving Into 2020
In 2020 WEI will continue to develop our education program via
articulations with post-secondary institutions to provide college
and university students with an alternative learning experience
to add to their program of study.
In 2020, we are repositioning WEI’s farm and orchard as an
organically certified demo farm, a teaching campus, a visitor
learning site, and as a Community Partner Farm for schools,
groups of visitors and other community and youth groups.
In February 2020, we expect to celebrate a grand-opening of
WEI’s "Eco-Retreat and Farm Stay-over Center” which will offer
a unique and alternative space for a Community Supported
Rentals (CSR) program and quiet get-aways for rest and
environmental education, local touring, and community
organizing.

East Phillips Neighborhood banner

In 2020, WEI will continue to support and partner with East
Phillips Neighborhood Institute’s environmental justice
initiatives at the Roof Depot site and South Side Green Zone as
well as the White Bear Concerned Citizens Neighborhood
Group.
In 2020, WEI will be announcing the resumption of
our Springtime Mother Earth Banquet. We intend to honor and
celebrate Dr. Fardin Oliaei, the courageous “whistleblower” who
first exposed 3M’s toxic dumping of perfluorochemicals (PFCs) in
the East Metro.
In 2020, WEI will continue to seek scholarships for our classes
and a used van to help us bring city students to our classes at
the Institute.
Karen and Cassie explaining WEI's Environmental
Justice mapping of Phillips Neighborhood

A Personal Message from Karen Clark, Volunteer WEI Executive Director

In these highly challenging times, the Women’s Environmental Institute (WEI) invites you
to become an active investor in WEI’s environmental, farming and food justice mission.
Please join WEI as we work to help change consciousness and public policy through WEI’s
environmental, racial and food justice programs—serving both urban communities in the
Twin Cities and greater MN communities in East Central MN. Bridging the “urban/rural
divide” is one of WEI’s strongest and most important contributions to this justice
movement.
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Farming for a Livable Planet
Tenth Annual
Farmer Training Weekend with Will Allen
Farming for a Livable Planet had two signature steps at WEI this
year. Our weekend farmer training with Will Allen reconvened on
Amador Hill Farm for its 10th annual gathering. This year
participants learned about hoop house construction, microgreen
and mushroom farming, compost building and soil management,
year-round beekeeping – all practical ways of improving small farm
resiliency.
Interspersed throughout the day, participants could also go to
lectures and discussions on small farm survival with the challenge
of climate crisis. The forum at lunch included State Rep Frank
Hornstein talking about the Green New Deal and State Rep Ginny
Klevorn on the Forever Green Initiative, along with presentations
from MN Commissioner of Agriculture Thom Petersen, Will Allen,
Lindsay Rebhan, Sam Grant and Jen Kader. This year was an
experimental and productive encounter between farmers, farming
strategies, environmentalists, and social activists. We threw
around a lot of trash and garbage into the composting crucible of
the new world order. Good soil will come of this.

"Plastic Pull"

Composting Workshop

Mushroom Cultivation Workshop

North Circle Project A Regional Food System in East Central Minnesota
A second step in Farming for a Livable Planet was the work of our
North Circle Project setting the foundation for a local, regional food
system. We believe that a local farming-to-food economy will be the
best way to solve access to healthy sustainably grown food and the
elimination of food insecurity with the coming of climate crisis.
North Circle is one of many such beginnings. In 2019 North Circle
entered its third year as a local online farmers market. This year we
were supported in part by a grant from the Sisters of St. Joseph of
Carondelet and by the extraordinary fine work of Kaitlyn Walsh who
orchestrated, from June to the end of October, produce from 20
local farms delivered to 8 different drop sites in East Central
Minnesota.
This effort was expanded into this winter with a new "Veggie Rx"
program where North Circle Farmers again pooled stored produce
and freshly grown greens to supply half-bushel boxes to clients in
Rush City’s Fairview Clinic. Beyond our donations to local food
shelves, Veggie Rx is WEI’s bold new step into the local emergency
food system, benefiting a near-by town where hunger and rural
poverty deserve our best produce. Farming for a Livable Planet in
the face of climate crisis will require local solutions, sustainable
ways of farming, and local farm-fresh food from farms committed to
the health and well-being of our communities.

North Circle
First Veggie Rx Delivery
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Down-to-Earth: Sustainability
and Justice Education
Education Boom in 2019
From its very beginning, part of the growing vision of WEI is in education and in our commitment to
our values and mission. Retired professor Jacquelyn Zita, WEI’s Director of Education and Farming, has
inspired WEI to build an alternative education program for adults and youth which combines practical
training in organic farming techniques and sustainable skill-building blended with justice framing,
science, and climate activism. We are creating a “faculty” with diverse skills, experiential and formal
knowledge, cross-cultural and intergenerational competencies. In 2019 WEI offered over 30 courses
with strong enrollments across the board. In 2020 we are converting our farm into a learning and
demo farm guided by our new certificate class Organic Farming 101. We will be growing new farmers
as we grow on the land. We are also seeking out associations with post-secondary institutions ready to
recognize and value the learning experience “classroomed” students can find on our farm and in the
joyous wisdom of our "rocking chair think tank". What we have to offer so many is a different path
towards the unknowable future and the courage to move against the grain. The path may not be taken
but it is still loud and clear. Want to teach with us? Contact Jacquelyn at WEI. (Teaching applications for
2021 now open).

Beekeeping, Women & Chainsaws, Tiny House, The Sun Hive,
Women & Fly Fishing, Greenhouse Management, Women & Tractors
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Urban Environmental Justice
From its founding in 2003, WEI has been deeply committed to helping create and grow urban
agriculture with low-income communities, particularly in the Twin Cities and nearby suburbs. That
work is closely tied to the environmental justice challenges faced by those communities, mostly lowincome communities of color and Indigenous Native American Indians. For WEI, helping to
document disproportionate toxic exposures affecting residential health in those communities
has often been a first step in our partnerships and food justice organizing has been one
important strategy to help heal that environmental injustice. That role continues today in our
urban and peri-urban partnerships:

“Roof Depot” Indoor Urban Farm project of EPNI Throughout 2019 WEI worked closely with the
East Phillips Neighborhood Institute’s (EPNI) fight for environmental justice in the South Side Green
Zone. A multi-racial coalition, EPNI’s community-based proposal (to convert the empty former “Roof
Depot” site into an indoor urban farm with green jobs and job training, very low-income affordable
housing, entrepreneurial space for food and cultural markets, bike shop, youth-run café, etc.)
challenged Minneapolis Public Work’s plan to convert the same site to storage for their water/sewer
pipes, hydrants, manhole covers, snow/sand, and to greatly increase car and heavy truck traffic in
this highly traffic-congested neighborhood. In November 2019, WEI helped unearth a publicly
funded Green Zone Health Impact Analysis (HIA), unpublished since completion in 2017. This HIA
recommended strong restraints on any actions that would increase environmental pollution in this
neighborhood—already well-documented to be over-burdened with toxic pollution exposures that
create severe racial health disparities. With strong leadership from Little Earth of United Tribes
residents, the Coalition is fighting for an official Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), starting with
an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) which the City has refused to do. WEI was
awarded funding to release the HIA and to help hold local officials accountable to its strong
environmental justice recommendations. Opposition from Minneapolis city staff and some Council
Members has made this very challenging and contentious. Little Earth of United Tribes has taken the
lead. Their approximately 1000 residents live across the block from the site and asthma afflicts
almost every household. Note: the relationship of asthma to air traffic pollution exposure is well
documented. WEI has shared its mapping of toxic exposure incidence related to health disparities in
East Phillips as evidence that may be used for legal challenges as this environmental justice struggle
goes forward.

Poster Image Courtesy of East Phillips Neighborhood Institute
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Little Earth of United Tribes drummers leading East Philips Indoor Urban Farm protest at Minneapolis City Hall
Mashkiikii Gitigan’s urban farm production in 2019 was not as organized as previous seasons but some
hardy Native medicinal plants thrived. Planning for better production in 2020 is being led by the Native
American Community Development Institute, the fiscal agent. The two other 24th St. Coalition sites
produced great vegetables for sale at the 4 Sisters Farmers Markets. Each was a part of U of M
agricultural research being done, one on plant remediation of lead in the urban soil, another on biochar, collards and peppers as soil amendments. WEI continues to be part of the Coalition and will be
working with partners to assure its success as an E.J. project. Several Coalition members and farmers
attended WEI’s 2019 Farming for a Livable Planet training with Will Allen.

White Bear Area Neighborhood Concerned Citizens Group—In 2019, WEI provided policy and strategy
guidance to White Bear Lake Neighborhood Concerned Citizens Group, at their request, to help in
responding to information that they, as residents, had likely received highly toxic TCE chemical
exposures from nearby Water Gremlin Corporation, probably for 17 years. As a result, NCCG engaged
MPCA, MDH, Ramsey County, and local lawmakers to successfully demand stronger environmental
protections for both impacted residents and company workers. WEI had learned that most of the
workers were new Americans—Southeast Asian and Latinx immigrants and that significant numbers of
their children were getting seriously lead-poisoned due to parents unknowingly bringing home lead dust
from this manufacturing plant. WEI assisted with connection to MN Asian Pacific Council advocates, state
legislators and state agencies. Two plant shut-downs were ordered and strong legislation to protect the
community and plant workers is moving forward. WEI will continue to grow this peri-urban partnership
as it evolves.
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Amador Hill Farm and Orchard
Sustainable Farming
for a Livable Planet
Amador Hill Farm 2019 was resilient through all
the challenges we faced. This included climate
extravaganzas in temperature swings, violent
storms, (taking down two hoop houses), increased
weed and pest pop-ups, and Spring soaks along
with the receding first frost date in an awesomely
beautiful fall. Like other farmers in our region, we
got a late start with our crops. A serious car
accident and back injuries affected our farm crew,
taking a toll on all of us. BUT we are Minnesotans;
we survived and thrived with a great Spring Greens
CSA and a well-stocked, fresh and hardy 18-week
CSA. Best of thanks must be given to our hardworking 2019 Production Manager, Shoua Lee, and
crew members Melissa King, Ashley Monk, Medha
Faust-Nagar, Hillary Sandall, Jeff Vitali and Ted
Wind. Karen Joy Clark held down regular Saturday
farmers markets at Mill City with the help of
regular volunteers, Gina Giorgi, Sarah Hanlon,
Kristi Kehrwald, Bri Mathias, Michele Parsons,
Lynne Riley, Nancy Vezner, and Sharon Watkins.
Our farm was also buoyed up with enthusiasm and
fresh energy help from regular farm volunteers
Madeline Brennan, Alaina Leisten, Mona Kopy, Bri
Mathias, Krystal Morley, Kari
Skoog, Meredith Song, Greg Swanson, and Erika
Van Cleve. For 2020 we look forward to the return
of Jacquelyn as Production Manager and to an
innovative experiment with three more short term
CSAs, Spring Greens, Peak Summer Gourmet,
and Autumn Bounty—along with a farmer training
class (Organic Farming 101) fueling the farm. We
look forward to the new seasonal focus, less
pressure, more intensity, high quality, good cash
flow, and more fun. We would love to see you at
the farm 2020 . . . boots on, spirits high!
For information on 2020 CSAs go to
amadorhillfarm.org.
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What's UP at the
Farm Campus in 2020
As we enter the new decade, our primary financial goal is better solvency. We have configured new
strategies and goals consistent with our mission of environmental, agricultural and food justice to move
us forward. For 2020, we have three new goals for our work at the farm:
1) WEI’s education program (Down to Earth: Sustainability and Justice Education) will intensify its
focus on sustainability and knowledge skill building needed for the coming decade as we meet the
farming and environmental challenges in the next phases of climate crisis. This will include a new
organization of our courses around climate justice and better articulations and associations with postsecondary institutions and technical schools. Our first major venture in 2020 is a half-year certificate
class Organic Farming 101, a class designed for beginning farmers who will be working at comanagement levels by the end of the season. We are currently raising funds for scholarships and
seeking ways to give students academic or trades-credits for this course and our other classes. Our
focus is on WEI as a learning place where knowing and doing are working towards a more livable planet.
2) Our Eco-Retreat Center will be re-organized and renamed WEI’s EcoRetreat and Farm Stayover
Center. Our aim is to bring in more members, more rentals from our members and more knowledge of
what we do at WEI. We are working towards providing a unique farm stayover experience at WEI which
could include the option of working on or touring the farm, eco-educational programming, books and
videos in our environmental library, along with rest, relaxation, and a guided introduction to local
amenities, local foods and environmental sites in our area. Outdoor activities at our back door include
cross-country skiing, canoeing the St. Croix River, hiking, biking, jogging, along with pressing apple
cider, collecting maple syrup and other seasonal activities. Weekend renters will also have an
opportunity to register for same-day classes in the Turtle Dome free of charge. All rentals will require
WEI membership. The Center will also provide retreat, planning and meeting spaces for WEI member
organizations allied with our mission. Our focus is on WEI as a place to renew, learn and organize for
environmental justice.
3) The WEI’s farm and orchard program, already organically certified, will be re-organized as an
organically certified demo farm, with a farm campus and visitor learning center, and as a Community
Partner Farm for schools, colleges, visitors and youth groups. While functioning as a productive farm,
our farm will also become a school in itself interconnected with our diversified classes and teachers and
partnered with other education institutions in providing an alternative “out of the classroom” learning
experiences. The farm will also expand its administration and participation in our North Circle Online
Farmers Market as we continue developing new partnerships to help create a local East Central
regional food system that supports small-scale organic farms while addressing rural food insecurity and
health disparities. Our focus is on WEI as a place with a farm that is more than a farm.

WEI Volunteers in Action 2019
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Many Thanks

to WEI's Donors, Volunteers, and Board of Directors
THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS VOLUNTEERS
Maggie Allardice, Simone Anzion, Matt Barthelemy, Samantha Bauer, Allison Benfield, Lennis Bentrud,
Rachae Bernardini, Sheilia Bland, Matthew Bluhm, Louisa Bradtmiller, Madeline Brennan,
Emma Brooke-Davidson, Paul Brooks, Jordyn Buckockski, Devavani Chatterjea, Sarah Childs, Karen Clark,
Cynthia Clark Schroers, Shannon Crabtree, Clyde Cutting, Barb Danson, Susanne DePalma, Miranda Edwardson,
Christine Evitch, Medha Faust-Nagar, Chad Fortun, Sadie Gannet, Gina Giorgi, Joanne Goddard, Sarah Hanlon,
Sarah Harrington, Angela Hennies, Hiyala Indiga, Katie Johnson, Marcelle Jordan, Jen Kader, Banjaw Kano,
Kristi Kehrwald, Kirsten Kennedy, Elizabeth Kerwin, Mona Kopy, Jerry Krier, Xieng Lee, KP Blake Leibowitz,
Alaina Leisten, Emma Mathews-Lingen, Brianna Mathias, Margaux Meyer, Dawn Miller, Lisa Miller, Bruce Miller,
Krystal Morley, Susane Moua, Gene Olson, Amarah Otto, Marjorie Otto, Patsy Parker, Michelle Parsons,
Emma Paskewitz, Susan Patterson, Crispin Phillips, Joshua Pratt, Aurora Quinn, Lynne Riley, Cathy Rodrigue,
Lori Rowin, Aleah Rubio, Hilary Sandall, Emma Schruink, Alan (Sky) Sheppard, Laura Sherar, Kari Skoog,
Meridith Song, Greg Swanson, Kellie Thao, Mainhia Thao, Erika Van Cleve , Nancy Vezner, Sharon Watkins,
Emma Weise, Karen Wiebe, Michelle Yackel, Porshoua Yang, and Jacquelyn Zita.

And special thanks to Volunteer Groups:
Buds of Spring, Jewish Community Action, and St. Catherine's University Holistic Health Class.

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
Lisa Albrecht, Aida Alkad, Cary Andeerson, Stefanee Bakke, Suzanne Begin, Gary Bingner, Birchwood Café (Tracy
Singleton), Sheila Bland, Tim Blighton, Kelly Bolling, Elizabeth Branca, Mary Bren, Emma Brooke-Davidson, Paul
Brooks, Issac Bruestle, Hallie Chasensky, Kyra Christopherson, Karen Clark, Cynthia Clark Schroers, Lori Crabtree,
Shannon Crabtree, Janet Dahlem, Dangerous Man Brewing, Laura Dean, Dawn Doering, Du Nord Craft Spirits,
Christina Eaton, Zoe Eckblad, Leilli Farehi, First Universalist Church, Chris Fullerton, Gandhi Mahal (Ruhel Islam),
Valerie Geather, Caroline Gilbert, Isabel Greene, Groupmatics LLC-Minnesota Twins, Maura Gunter, Linda
Halcon, John Hebert, Michelle Hell, Devin Henry, Claire Hueg, Angela Hume, Nancy Hylden, Azzaira Jackson,
Deborah Jacobs, Nancy Johnson, Kathryn Jordan, Marcelle Jordan, Jodi Jordan-Huffman, Jen & Justin Kader,
Jennifer Kahn, Aileen Kasper, Margery Kelly, Jackson Kerr, Hannah Jo King, Zeke Knipps , Elizabeth Koffel, Eric
Kohs, Kathy Kornblum, Gerald Krier, Lakewinds Natural Foods Co-op, Susan Lasoff, Hannah Leider, Linden Hills
Co-op, Rebecca Lourey, Danielle Lynch, Cathy Mackiewicz, Lisa Mears, Mississippi Market Natural Foods Co-op,
Stacie Mix, Minnesota Environmental Fund, Emily Moore, Judith & Theodore Myeers, Brian Natzel, Linda Nelson,
Patricia Olsen, John Orenstein, Organic Valley/CROPP, Peace Coffee, Kirsten Perry, Terese Pritschet, Mary Claire
Ramm, Lynne Riley, Bonnie Russ, Patricia Rydeen, Hilary Sandall, Naomi Scheman, Cynthia Schroers, Laura
Schultz, Kathleen Schuster, Seward Community Co-op, Marcy Shapiro, Kate Simon-Dashtych, Sisters of St. Joseph
of Carondolet, SPL Legacy Foundation, Still Ain't Satisfied, Lindsay Taurtis, Urban Growler Brewing Company (Jill
Pavlak & Deb Loch), Dane Verrett, Nancy Vezner, Marcus Waterbury, Wedge Community Co-op, Susanne
Weinstein, John Wells, Barbra Wiener, Pete Wildin, Read Winkelman, Jenna Yeakle, Jacquelyn Zita

THANK YOU TO THE WEI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board Chairs Shannon Crabtree and Sadie Gannett
Board Members: Nancy Hylden, Aileen Kasper, Kirsten Kennedy,
Elizabeth Kerwin, Michele Parsons, Elizabeth Sobiech, Patricia Torres Ray
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